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If you’ve seen Adobe’s nationally-televised
commercial for Acrobat (a company first),
featuring a red-ribboned “PDF giftbox”
and executed with full Hollywood produc-
tion values, then you already know about
one of the boxes we’re looking into (if you
haven’t seen it, visit www.adobe.com/prod-

ucts/acrobat/acro_ad.html). The signifi-
cance of Acrobat 6 is of such magnitude
that in this issue, beginning on page 10, we
measure its breadth, height and depth in
not one but three individual reports. 

Our investigators, respectively, are color
expert Michael Kieran, prepress
maven Lerrick Starr, and multi-
media master Bob Connolly.
PDF Color Production Grows

Up provides an overview of Ac-
robat’s key revisions; PDF Pre-

press in OS X: Pushing the right

buttons is a prepress pro’s report
on Acrobat’s arsenal of new tools for print
production in OS X; and A Rich New Di-

mension to PDF describes multimedia and
e-delivery capabilities available in PDF’s
new file specification which are just being
tested now.

But there are so many boxes to open.
Printing has always been designed

around two distinct elements: words and
pictures, “type” and “graphics”. In Guten-
berg’s day, they were fonts and woodcuts;
in Scitex language, CTs and LWs; in
QuarkXPress or InDesign, picture boxes
and text boxes. 

However, the boxes that we think about
in the future won’t be flat. They will en-
compass concepts that move beyond static
words and two-dimensional still pictures.
They will be “rich” with motion, sound
and interactivity.

The “page” metaphor is mutating once
again. Graphics will be multi-dimensional,
created with open standards. Print will
complement electronic media, and vice
versa. Whether publisher or designer, artist

or photographer, advertising agency or di-
rect marketer, we will all be creating digi-
tal content inside a new kind of box.

Who’s going to fill them? Look first to
the new generation of designers and artists
which is emerging from colleges and
courses across Canada and the rest of the
world. And where do we find these centres
for graphics education? Look no further
than page 28, for our annual Directory of

Canadian Graphics Schools.
What applications will they use? We

know that Acrobat 6 is just the first in a
succession of major upgrades
for Adobe’s suite of prime cre-
ative products. Illustrator 11,
Photoshop 8, and (of particular
interest) InDesign 3 are all in
development and expected to
be out later this year. 

And we would like to believe
that there will still be a place for specialty
creative apps as well. One which we con-
tinue to favour is Painter, now on version
8. In A new face to go with a new home

(page 39), Lidka Schuch reviews the mer-
its of Corel’s most recent update (with a
certain tinge of sadness over the recent li-
quidation of this Canadian pioneer in the
desktop revolution).

But how about QuarkXPress 6? The
latest version of this venerable page layout
program is in transit even as we go to
press, and we will undoubtedly have a lot
more to say about its place in the future of
content creation by the time our next issue
rolls around. For now, get the news on
page 32, with some preliminary details di-
rect from company HQ.

And what’s in the box right now? In
The Face of Uniformity (page 24), Nick
Shinn voices his concerns about the cur-
rent homogenization of sans serif typeface
usage, with Helvetica, the mother of all
sans PostScript fonts, leading the way.

But, of course, boxes come in many dif-
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ferent styles, sizes and speeds. For the Macintosh community, the
slickest box to date was just announced by Steve Jobs at the Apple
Worldwide Developers Conference, which was held in San Fran-
cisco June 23rd to 27th.

Apple’s new Power Mac G5 has reclaimed bragging rights
(real or perceived) over Wintel in the much-hyped battle of desk-
top boxes (get more details on page 32). This family of machines,
running on IBM’s 64-bit PowerPC 970 (so long, Motorola),
should be fast enough and powerful enough to drive anything we
can imagine — in virtual real-time — from algorithm-intensive
Photoshop imaging tasks (which you just know Adobe must be
happily building into version 8) to full scale Hollywood video spe-
cial effects (which Apple itself needs more than ever, with the de-

but of Final Cut Pro 4). Can there now be any question about
what the box can do?

When I look at my screen, I’m reminded of one other simple
but radical change in the way we publishers will have to think
about the box. After all, the box we always worked within was nev-
er square; it was more often “portrait”, like the printed page, taller
than it was was wide, designed to accommodate lines of type. 

But as “the printed word” diminishes in influence, will we all
have to adjust our thinking to the new dimensions and values that
define the modern age of electronic intercourse, one in which
“landscape” is the standard format? I wonder how this change in
orientation will affect our content and style in graphic communi-
cations — especially as “words and pictures” inevitably become
“pictures and words”. How many words is a picture really worth?

As I stare at my screen, I see the shape of things to come. The
box is overflowing with images, both good and bad. And too many
times the words seem to follow as an afterthought.

So, what’s the measure of your box, and what’s in it? 
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